DPTV’s Digital Adventure

DIA Virtual Field Trip: Science at the Museum

Pre-Event Research Worksheet: 4 W’s to Problem Solving

Earn Digital Badges for this activity:
Public Art Museum Connections to the STEAM Pathways of Art, Engineering, Political Leadership, & Science.
Guided Work Badge awarded for ‘discovering’ responses to the four questions.
Independent Work Badge awarded for identifying four additional websites for the answers.

Students will go to the internet to find a connection between a public art collection and four of the STEAM disciplines Art, Engineering, Political Leadership, and Science.

What kind of connection does an Engineer make relative to art in a public collection?
Click here for a website that might have some answers.______________

If you found another resource for the Engineering connection enter the URL here and identify the connection it makes.
____________________________________________________________________________

Why might Political Leadership have a connection to art in a public collection?
Click here for a blog that might have some answers.______________

If you found another resource for the Political Leadership connection enter the URL here and identify the connection it makes.
____________________________________________________________________________

Where does Science enter into the realm of art?
Click here for a blog that might have some answers.______________

If you found another resource for the Science connection enter the URL here and identify the connection it makes.
____________________________________________________________________________
Who defines Art in a public collection?
Click here for an article that attempts to provide some answers.

If you found another resource for the Art connection enter the URL here and identify the other answers.